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R U Hot for Cocoa?
Feeling cold with the changing weather? Searching for the best drink to soothe your chills? A nice cup of hot cocoa may
just be exactly what would warm your body! Hot cocoa is a wonderful sweet treat that is typically lower in sugar and fat
than the average chocolate dessert. Because is does not contain a large amount of caffeine, it is a great option for a late
night beverage, rather than caffeinated coffee or tea. Keep reading to learn the health benefits of hot cocoa and some
fun flavor ideas!

Fantastic Flavors

Create Your Own

Whether at home or on campus,
add extra flavor to your hot cocoa
with:
• Cinnamon or pumpkin pie
spice for a touch of
warmth
• A few mini marshmallows
for a sweet treat
• A dash of vanilla, almond,
or mint extract to fulfill
your craving

Make your own hot cocoa
using cocoa powder and a
touch of sweetener. This allows
you to control the amount
sugar in the beverage. Instant
or homemade hot cocoa can be
made with water for a lighter
flavor, or with low fat or nondairy milk for a richer beverage.

Dare to go Dark
Opt for dark hot cocoa
(at least 70% cocoa),
rather than blends with
less cocoa, for added
health benefits. A food
item with 70% or higher
dark chocolate is
thought to have antiinflammatory
properties.

Grab a cup of cocoa when you can’t escape the cold, it’s the hottest drink around!
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Questions? Like us on Facebook (RU Healthy Dining Team), follow us on Twitter (@ru_hdt), Instagram (@ru_hdt), Snapchat (ru_hdt) or email peggyp@dining.rutgers.edu.

